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In order to verify this, a tear was half inclosed in plaster, The properties hitherto noted in Batavian tears, may be 

as in Fig. 2. The tail was attacked with'hydrofluoric acid, and found in tempered glass, and they are present in degree pro. 
the large end was cut with a saw. After rupture, the frag- portionsl to the temper. If, however, the glass is but par
ments were held in place by the plaster, and their position tially tempered, it is no longer possible to determine the de
and form could thus be conveniently studied. The tear usu- I gree thereof by rupture. Recourse must then be had to 
ally remains as in Fig. 3, and on separating the fragments I another characteristic presented by all tempered glass, with
it is found to be composed of numerous truncated cones i out regard to the intensity of temper ; namely, the action of 
mutually imbedded. Fig. 4 shows a tear, the tail of which I the glass upon polarized light. The tempering process, by 
has been destroyed by acid. The summits of the cones are producing in the glass changes of elasticity in various direc. 
turned in the direction of the tail. In Fig. 5 the tear has tions, causes phenomena of double refraction which may be 
been cut at the large end, and the summits are turned in determined by the coloration manifested with polarized 
the opposite direction to that noted in the . preceding case. light. If a rectangular plate of glass, tempered by cooling 
Finally, in Fig. 6 is shown a tear sawn through the middle, in in the air, is placed between two nicol prisms (turned to ex
which the summits are directed in opposite directions on tinction), there are obtained, by causing the parallel rays to 
each side of the point of division. traverse the glass, very brilliant colorations, disposed as rep-

There are various other facts which tend to confirm the resented in Fig. 13. The form of these colored figures de
mode of structure already attributed to the Batavian tears pends on that of the plate. 

When objects in tempered glass are not cut with parallel 
Fig. 13. faces, the direct observation of the figures under polarized 

light becomes more difficult. The following elegant" method 
of observation has, however, been proposed by M. ·MasC'art. 
As ordinary glass and liquid carbolic acid have very nearly 
the same degrees of refrangibili.ty and d4spersion, a glass rod 
pl�ged in the acid becomes almost in visible. M�, Mascart 
putB-,.thecmasses of tempered glass which he desi�es to ob
serve i,nto glass yessels with parallel sides, filled with car· 
bolic.acid. The conditions are then the same as if the vessel 

, and its contents were one solid block of glass with :parallel 
sigils, and the observation may be made exactly as if such 
were the case. 

We may now subject the Batavian tear to the test of 
Thus, when the tear is partially attacked by the acid, the' polarized light; but in order to interpret the indications 
tail sometimes disaggregates simultaneously with the layers which we shall obtain, another experiment will be necessary. 
near the surface. A tear)s then .obtained having the form A flat, rule-shaped piece of glass is inserted in a vise. When 
shown in Fig. 7. "This is due to the manner in which the placed between two nicol prisms, it produces no phenome· 
drop is produced, the tail being the prolongation of the ex- non. Now the screw is turned down, and the glass is bent. 
terior layers. In this way also perfectly inert nuclei may be As the flexion proceeds under the influence of the polarized 
obtained. light, a black band is first seen in the middle of the rule; 

Cylindrical rods of tempered glass present phenomena sim- then the edges become colored, and then numerous colored 
ilar to those shown by the tears. On heating a rod at one end bands appear. Relax the screw; these phenomena disappear, 
it often breaks along its entire length, exhibiting a conical and the normal state is regained. 
needle·like fracture. If more or less thick threads of molten We next place a Batavian tear in carbolic acid in a vessel 
glass be dropped in watllr, after the manner described for having parallel faces. When the whole is subjected to 
making tears, they solidify in spirals sometimes very long, polarized light, Fig. 14, colored bands are seen around the 
sometimes greatly twisted. These threads possess very high contour of the tear, similar to those which we previously 
tension, due to the temper of the superficial strata, so that, obtained by bending the glass rule. , by attacking the spirals or twisted tubes with acid at one por· Thus optics prove that temper produces analogous effects 
tion of their thickness, they explode like Batavian tears. On to those due to mechanical action, such as flexions; with 
imbedding the tubes in plaster and cutting them in the mid- this difference, that the effects due to temper are permanent, 
dIe, to the right and left of the cut will be observed the Con- while those which result from flexion disappear as soon as 
leal disposition of scales, placed in contrary directions, as the producinz cause ceases to act. Hence the study of the 
shown In Figs. 8 and 9. optical properties of tempered glass shows that it is in the 

When the tempered threads are very fine, they are then same state as glass submitted to bending; and thus we reach 
very strongly twisted; and it suffices to plunge one extrem- a similar conclusion to that already based on the fracture of 
ity in hydrochloric acid to determine immediate explosion. the glass. 
When masses of glass are drawn out to produce cylindrical 
rods, there remain at the extremities pear-shaped pieces, re
sembling large tears and weighing perhaps 21bs. each. When 
separated from the blowpipe these fragments break on cool
ing, like tears cut at the large end, and present the conical 
fracture with the summits directed to the large extremity, as 
shown in Fig. 10. A piece of one of these huge tears, which 
had accidentally become broken, showed a curious phenom
enon. On being pressed between the fingers, it became sud
denly heated to about 800 Fah., the heat being probably dis
engaged at the moment of rupture. In Fig. 11 is represented 

Fig. 14. 

THE CENTENNIAL PIPE VIsE. 
The principal novel features in the new pipe vise herewith 

illustrated are the jaws, which are made of chilled cast iron, 
instead of steel, as is usually the case. The appliance is not 
only rendered less costly by this substitution, but, it i8 
claimed, is much more durable. 

1. 

The jaws, 2, having corrugated or fluted surfaces which COIne 
in contact with the pipe or other object held, are placed l.oose 
in the box or jaw holder, 1; and a cover which swings as upon 
a hinge, keeps them in position. The bench plate and the 
box are conneCted by means of two bolts, one of which is a 
center or swivel bolt, and the other, at a suitable ,distance 
from the said center, traverses the circular slot in the bench 
plate. This, when tightened, secures the vise and the object 
held at any desired angle. ' 

Among the other advantages claimed is the trifling expense 
of repair, the cost of a new set of jaws being less than one 

a tear of crown glass, broken partially at the moment of sol- third that of repairing steel ones. By simply opening the 
idification. It shows the lamellar structure described very box cover, one or both of the jaws may be removed and 
clearly. new ones substituted. This is the work of a moment, and 

The properties of tempered glass may be noted in any the vise is rendered as good as new. The simplicity of con
glass object which, after being highly heated, is rapidly struction is obvious from the illustration. 
cooled in the air. The" philosophic phial," which glass For further particulars address the Exeter Machine Works, 
blowers often make at the extremity of their blowpipes, in Wilham Burlingame, agent, Exeter, N. H., or 140 Congress 
order to test the quality of the glass, is an instance in point. street, Boston, Mass. 
After examination, the object, Fig. 12, is carelessly thrown ------4 ..... H ........... _-----

on the ground, and left to cool. It will bear quite a strong A NEW water and grease proof paper is obtained by satu· 
blow delivered on its outside, but the dropping of any hard rating paper with a liquid prepared by dissolving shellac at 
body into it causes it to burst int.o countless pieces. I a moderate heat in a saturated solution of borax. 
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WIETiNG'S IJ[pBOVED !'BAD CLAJ[p. 

We illustrate herewith a new and convenient device for 
clamping picture and looking-glass frames, sashes, boxes. 
and other work secured together at the corners by glue or 

nails, etc. It may also be used for holding'pieces of joinery 
of different shape during the setting of the glue or cement. 

To the bench or bedpiece is attached a metal plate, on 
which four lugs are cast. ,One lug serves as a bearing for a 
toothed segmental lever, A, and the others form pivots for cog. 
wheels, which intermesh with the segment on the lever and 
with each other, so as to form a connected train of gearing. 
On the upper sides of each of the wheels and the lever are 
pins, which serve as pivots for the clamping rods or stretch. 
ers, B, Fig. 2. Lastly, over the wheel a cap (broken away 
in Fig. 1) is secured. 

B 
Fig. 2. 

The stretchers, B, are formed with lugs on their under 
faces and their outer ends are,bent down so as to keep the 
rods

' 
horizontal. On these siretchers 'are placed shoes, C, 

which are readily adjustable thereupon by the engagement 
of the loops on said shoes with the lugs on the stretchers. 
These shoes are formed with ears at right angles to each 
other, with an intermediate space so as to allow the ends of 
the corners of the frame to project beyond them. The ears 
are covered with leather, felt, or paper, to prevent marring 
the frame. 

To operate the machinery, it is simply necessary to adjust 
the shoes C on the stretchers in accordance with the size of 
the fram�, �ch sh,oe being set in r�latively the same posi
tion, so as to secure a perfect square or, rectangular frame. 
The pieces composing. the frame, having glue put on their 
ends, are laid in their relative positions; the lever is slightly 
drawn. when the corners can be properly adjusted, and the 
lever drawn as tight as may be, and locked by the rack, D, 
when the frame may be nailed without danger of displace
ment. 

Patented May 16, 1876. Machines or territory can be had 
by applying to A. Wieting, Fort Plain, N. Y . 

.... ., 

To DIl!ltlnlrolllh Bitter Allnond 011 Crom Nitro-Benzol. 

When benzol from coal tar is treated with strong nitric 
acid, it is converted into, nitro-benzol, a substance closely re
sembling in odor the oil of bitter almonds. Several methods 
have been proposed for distinguishing the two, one of which 
depends on its reduction with nascent hydrogen. The result 
in case of the nitro·benzol is aniline,- but the test is' an ex
ceedingly difficult one to perform, except' by ex�rienced 
chemists. 

An easier one is suggested in Wittner's Sez'fenjabrikalion. 
A small quantity of the oil is dissolved in 8 or 10 parts of 
strong alcohol, adding a solution of caustiC potassa equal in 
volume to that of the oil used, and then evaporating the 
mass to one half. Genuine bitter almond oil, when treated 
thus, forms a clear yellowish liquid, while nitro benzol is 
converted into 'a hard brown mass, over which is a clear 
liquid. ' ' 

If an adulteration of the genuine oil with some artificial 
kind is sus'pected, this test will not suffice; but the adultera· 
tion is' deteCted' by determining the boiling point. Oil of 
bitter almond boils at' 1800 C. (356� Fah.,) and nitro-benzol 
at 2130 C. (4150 Fah.). If the oil to be tested boils at a higher 
temperature than 180? d., or 3560 Fah., it indicates an adul
teration with nitro-benzol. 

This test will not of c()urse, distinguish the new artificial 
oil of bitter almonds, which has the same composition as the 
natural; nor is there any necessity for distinguishing it. 

4 , .... 

DYEING BLUE I»\EY ON G.A.uzE.-For 22 Ibs. stuff, take 
,through a water containing 17 ozs� sulphuric acid, and rinse 
well; and' then, at 1760 Fah., through a fresh beck of 
3t ozs. nigrosin and 2 Ibs. 3 ozs. alum, and dry. 
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